
Modelling catalytic applications with ASAP

Catalysis is the acceleration of the rate of a chemical reaction by adding a specific
substance called a catalyst. The catalyst is not consumed during the reaction but
significantly speeds up the reaction.
About 90% of all commercially produced chemical products involve catalysts at some stage in the process of their
manufacture. The global market for catalysts includes the energy sector, petroleum refining, chemicals production,
hydrogenation in food processing and many others.

Quantum mechanical simulations brought powerful insights to design novel catalysts and methods for the chemical
industry. Computer simulations provide a detailed molecular-level picture of homogeneous and heterogeneous
catalysis, explain the state of the active catalyst, its mechanism and kinetics, predict catalytic reactivity trends, and
design optimal catalytic material virtually.

Advanced Simulation Atomistic Platform (ASAP) is a
powerful environment for advanced material design.
ASAP allows users to optimize material options in
catalysis and other industries.

ASAP has a robust structure builder that can easily set
up the catalytic material; upload molecules from an
extended database, create crystal structure, build a
surface with arbitrary orientation and elements and
construct single-walled nanotubes.

Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) tool implemented in ASAP makes
it a powerful instrument for simulation of catalytic processes,
enabling characterisation of the minimum energy reaction
path and transition states.

ASAP computes relevant electronic properties essential for
material chemistry analysis: Band Structure, Density Of States
(DOS), Projected Density of States (PDOS) and Local Density
of States (LDOS).

As a simulation engine, ASAP uses the SIESTA code, well
known for its excellent performance with large systems
(>10000 atoms).
ASAP implements ab-initio Molecular Dynamics, an essential
technique for localising stable products of a chemical

reaction. The availability of an explicit solvent model implemented in SIESTA makes ASAP a unique and robust tool for
catalytic applications.

SIMUNE is an expert in atomistic simulations with broad knowledge of quantum mechanical simulation for catalysis.
You can find a SIESTA case study for catalysis on SIMUNE web page.


